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Based on information provided by leaders
of 43 organizations, the Lending Fintechs
Survey 2019 sheds light on a market of great
opportunities that still faces huge regulatory,
talent and fundraising challenges.

 

The scarcity of credit in Brazil has long been
an obstacle to the expansion of the country’s
economy. The Brazilian financial system is
modern, but concentrated in a few large banks,
that lend at high cost and with a limited supply
of resources. The solution to this problem
necessarily involves increasing banking industry
competition, but its implementation was difficult
until recently. Technological evolution has 
helped change this scenario. 

Breaking down cost, distribution and risk
pricing barriers, advances such as mobile
devices, cloud technology, data analytics and
artificial intelligence in recent years have made
the emergence and accelerated expansion
possible of a new segment of startups: lending
fintechs. The ability of lending fintechs to
promote disruption in the market and generate
changes that benefit consumers has already
been recognized by the Brazilian Central Bank,
regulator agency of the National Financial
System, which has announced a series of
regulations and measures to encourage the
performance of these companies. 

In order to better understand the profile of 
lending fintechs and the obstacles to their 
development, PwC Brazil has teamed up with 
ABCD (Brazilian Online Lenders Association) 
to prepare an unprecedented study on these 
companies in the country.

Based on information provided by leaders of 43
organizations, the Lending Fintechs Survey 
2019 sheds light on a market of great 
opportunities that still faces huge challenges in 
terms of regulation, talent and fundraising. 

We hope that the data and analysis on the
following pages will help increase the 
knowledge available about lending fintechs in 
Brazil, so that all players involved in this market 
can make better decisions that contribute 
to promoting innovation, expanding product 
offerings and cost-effective services, and 
enhancing the customer experience. 

Lindomar Schmoller
Partner and Financial
Services Leader
PwC Brasil

Luís Ruivo
Partner and Leader
in Financial Services
Consulting
PwC Brasil
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Over the past five years, technology-driven
business models have advanced rapidly in the
financial services industry worldwide, and also
in Brazil. Specifically in the lending market, 
these initiatives have brought about 
expectations of greater innovation and efficiency 
to the Brazilian consumer, who is eager for 
better products and services at lower cost. 

Started by a small group of visionary
entrepreneurs, this movement quickly gained
shape, driven not only by the huge opportunities
to be explored, but also by changes in the
local business environment. The main change
amongst these may have been the Central
Bank’s stance of adopting rules to encourage
the development of these companies, seeking
to make the market more competitive, efficient,
inclusive and capable of generating economic
and social benefits for the country. 

Another important change was macroeconomic
in nature. When we created ABCD in 2016 with
the purpose of strengthening the representation
of a still small group, the basic interest rate of 
the economy (Selic) was 14.25% per year; today 
it is at 6% and may fall further. 

The investor, previously well paid to finance
government debt, began to look for alternatives
to allocate their capital. 

The resources available to foster creativity and
innovation have increased. Opportunity is 
gradually replacing necessity as one of the 
main drivers of the Brazilian entrepreneur’s 
performance. 

In this context, ABCD considered that it could
contribute to the evolution of the market by
supporting the realization of a survey of 
Brazilian lending fintechs, which, among other 
information, provides data on the profile of 
these companies, their operating characteristics 
and their sources of financing. 

With this content, we hope not only to shed light
on the importance of these young enterprises 
for the health of the Brazilian credit ecosystem, 
but also to fuel the debate about the challenges 
that this society needs to overcome to gain 
access to a more competitive, efficient and 
fairer market.

ABCD understood that it could contribute
to the evolution of the market by supporting
the realization of a survey of Brazilian lending
fintechs, which, among other information,
provides data on the profile of these
companies, their operating characteristics
and their sources of financing. 

Rafael Pereira
President
ABCD
(Brazilian Online
Lenders Association)
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We talked to 43 fintechs
about the digital lending 
landscape in Brazil

Brazilian fintechs have a diverse range of
products and services. About one-fifth of these
companies concentrate their operations in the
credit, financing and debt negotiation markets,
forming a subgroup smaller only than the one
dedicated to means of payment.

To better understand the profile of these
companies and their customers, PwC and
ABCD decided to join together to conduct the
first study on the lending fintech segment in
the country. What bottlenecks in the financial
system do these fintechs intend to solve?
What management barriers do they face? What
technologies do they intend to invest in to
expand their business in the future?

The survey results are based on responses
provided through an online questionnaire,
between June 10 and July 4, 2019, by 
executives of 43 industry companies – 21 of 
them associated with ABCD. For this report, we 
also conducted indepth interviews with leaders 
of four fintechs. 

Our survey shows that the segment is made 
up of young, fast-growing organizations 
concentrated in the country’s financial capital, 
the city of São Paulo. In all, 65% of companies 
are primarily dedicated to lending to individuals. 
Of the total customers, 7% do not have access 
to the traditional banking system. The following 
pages summarize our findings.

70%
concentrated
in São Paulo

less than
5 years

49%
are expanding
or consolidating

86%
have up to 
150 employees

79%

43
participating
companies
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2. Technology as a differential and challenge

Inseparable from business strategy, technology
defines the speed of lending fintechs’ evolution,
and their ability to gain and maintain
competitive advantage.             p. 14

3. Capital markets as source of funding 
for loan portfolio

More mature businesses, regulatory changes that
favor competition, and lowering the economy’s
basic interest rates attract investors.    p. 18

References................................................................ p. 30

1 2
3 4

Accelerated growth: The challenges,
differentials and impacts of lending fintechs

1. The role of fintechs increasing access to credit

Fintechs revolutionize the consumer experience in
a still underexplored market, where about one-third
of adult Brazilians still lack access to credit. p. 6

4. Hunting for talent

With very specialized talent needs, companies
see the shortage of qualified professionals
as an important barrier to management.        p. 26

Contacts.............................................................. p. 32
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The role of fi ntechs 
increasing access to 
credit 1
About one-third of the adult Brazilian population is
not served by the traditional banking system and has
no access to credit. There are 45 million people who
move more than Brazilian Real (R$) 800 billion per
year. Half of them simply do not use banks to deposit
their funds. This scenario points to the existence of an
untapped market for lending fintechs, online platforms
not operated by traditional commercial banks
that rely on cutting-edge technology to facilitate
credit transactions by providing an innovative and
streamlined user experience.

The market share of the fintechs is still small. Globally,
the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) estimates
that they account for 0.5% of the total supply of
credit in the private sector. In Brazil, this percentage
is possibly lower. However, the rapid transformation
in the way the Brazilian consumer consumes financial
services, coupled with the expected impacts of new
regulations (such as the cadastro positivo [credit
score] and open banking), points to a scenario of
strong growth for these fintechs in the coming years.
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Brazilian market
numbers

45 million
Brazilians excluded from the
banking and credit system

R$ 817 billion
moved by unbanked
people per year

7,8%
growth in the number of
consumers seeking credit in
the 1st semester/2019

70,9%
of credit concentrated in
the 5 largest banks

Benefits of fintechs, according
to the Brazilian Central Bank

• Increased efficiency and competition in the credit market

• Agility and promptness in transactions

• Reduction of credit bureaucracy

• Creation of conditions for credit cost reduction

• Innovation

• Access to the National Financial System

The country’s credit supply in June this year was
R$ 3.296 trillion, almost half of the country’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), and grew in previous
months driven mainly by household consumption.
A scenario of greater competition in the financial
segment and lower interest rates tends to increase
the supply of credit products and services in the
country, favoring the increase of this volume. 

In countries with more developed economies, the
total credit mass generally exceeds GDP, and can
reach almost double it, as in the United States (186%
of GDP in 2018, according to World Bank data).

Brazil’s five largest financial institutions currently
account for most of the credit offered in the country,
but their share has fallen slightly over the past year. 

Considering the sum of the banking and non-banking
segments of credit operations, their market share
ranged from 73.0% in 2017 to 70.9% in 2018,
according to the Central Bank. The average monthly
interest charged on non-payroll-deductible personal
loans began 2019 at 6.6% and in June 2019 was
at 6.8%.

Source: Instituto Locomotiva, Serasa Experian and Banco 
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Q: If your customer has access to the traditional banking system, which bottleneck does your fintech intend to solve?

Bottlenecks
that companies
intend to solve

The companies participating in our survey report that
93% of their customers have access to traditional
banks. These companies’ penetration within the
unbanked population is still small, which reveals a
broad market to explore. 

“It is only natural that, at first, fintechs sought to
address the most visible distortions in the market,
giving more options to those who already have
access to credit, better pricing the risk of this
customer,” says Marcelo Ciampolini, CEO and
founder of Lendico Brasil, which has offered more
than R$ 400 million in loans to about 40,000 people
since 2015.

According to Marcelo, “Offering credit to those who
do not yet exist in the financial system, and do not
have an income statement, is more complex. But
it’s only a matter of time before fintechs reach this
consumer as well.” 

The public served by lending fintechs are now
overwhelmingly in the lower income brackets. Overall,
79% of customers are concentrated in the C, D and E
economic classes. Nearly two-thirds are between 26
and 47 years old. Among the companies that serve
small and medium business, 72% of clients correspond 
to individual entrepreneurs, micro- and small businesses 
(up to 49 employees).

Offering credit to those who do not yet exist 
in the financial system, and do not have an 
income statement, is more complex. But it’s 
only a matter of time before fintechs reach 
this consumer as well.

Marcelo Ciampolini, CEO and founder
of Lendico Brasil

Faster, less 
bureaucratic 
credit
approval

86% 86%

Customer 
experience 
improvement

Technology 
usage

Best
payment 
terms

Increased 
credit 
approval 
ratio

Increased 
credit limit

Connecting 
platforms 
and services

Others

79% 67%

44%
42%

26%

9%
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Q: What is the distribution of your portfolio by age and social class of customers?

Customer profile 

Age range Income class 

Overall, the companies in our
sample received more than 6.4
million individual credit applications
in 2018, nearly double the previous
year, and another 276,355 from
businesses – an increase of 6.5x
over the same period. 

The total credit granted by the
fintechs went from R$ 804 million
in 2017 to R$ 1.195 billion last
year, considering all participants,
regardless of priority customer
or type of credit offered. Almost
two-thirds of participants (63%)
grant more than one type of credit
modality (personal, payroll, secured
or unsecured, for example). 

In 2018, the monthly interest
charged on the different types of
loans began at 1.09% for individuals 
and 1.3% for corporations. Half of 
the companies surveyed that year
offered rates below 4.8% per month 
for individuals, while 90% charged 
up to 4.5% for corporations. The 
discharge period, in half of the 
reported cases, was less than 
180 months for individuals. For 
companies, it was below 90 months 
in 63% of situations.

Up to
25 years

26 to 36 
years old

37 to 47 
years old

48 to 59 
years old

Over
60 years

19%
19%

32%

30%

14%

5%

A 
(over
R$ 11,262)

B 
(R$ 8,641 to
R$ 11,261)

C 
(R$ 2,005 to
R$ 8,640) 

D
(R$ 1,255 to
R$ 2,004)

E 
(up to
R$ 1,254)

13%

29%

8%

39%

11%
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161

804

1.195

3,235,887

6,401,110

2017

2018

2016

42.273

276.355

2017

2018

Rapidly growing
demand

Evolution in number of
loan applications and total 
loans funded

Q: How many loan requests were received? 
 
 
Note: insufficient sample for 2016.

Q: What was the total amount of loans funded 

Individuals 

Small and medium business

3.235.887

6.401.110

2017

2018

2016

3.235.887

6.401.110

2017

2018

2016

Total amount of 
loans funded  
(R$ million)
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Lending  
fintech
business
areas

Q: What is your business? 

Individuals 

Small and 
medium business

Q: What are the types of credit granted to individuals / companies? 

Note: the above questions allowed the participants to select more than one answer.

53%

30% 30%

16% 16%

23%

Lending to 
individuals

Lending to Small 
and medium 
business

Credit originator
for other (financial) 
institutions

Credit originator
for other 
(non-financial) 
institutions

Receivables 
advance 
services

Others

Unsecured credit/loan

Direct consumer credit (CDC)

Guaranteed credit/loan

42%

19%

16%

Payroll loans

Real estate financing

Vehicle financing

Credit card

Debt renegotiation

Student loans

Others ...

2%

2%

5%

5%

7%

12%

14%

Unsecured general credit

Working capital financing

General credit with guarantees 
(and/or guarantor)

35%

30%

Receivables Financing

Duplicate discount

Others ... 7%

12%

21%

30%
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Types of 
assets 
accepted
as
collateral

Q: Do you accept assets as collateral? If yes, please specify which ones.32%

32%
 of the participants

accept goods
as collateral

Properties

40%

Vehicles Receivables Others Properties Receivables Financial 
investments

Others

27%

7%

13%

33%

27% 27% 27%

Individuals Small and medium business
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Open banking: the promisse of greater 
competition, cost saving and improved  
services, starting from 2020 
A new wave of change is rising on the horizon of financial
services in Brazil: open banking. In Communiqué 33,445
of April 2019, the Brazilian Central Bank disclosed the
fundamental requirements for the implementation of
this model, scheduled for the second half of 2020. The
objective is to increase efficiency and competition in the
National Financial System, and to make room for new
companies to operate in the sector. 

Open banking brings something new to the table that
makes all the difference: it gives the consumer autonomy
to take their financial information wherever they want. 

The impact of the measure is huge. If the positive
registration, which came into effect in July 2019,
allows companies to make credit assessments from the
consumer’s payments information, with open banking the
diversity of financial information about customers increases
significantly, extending to cash flow, card spending,
and investments. 

The ability to gain access to more consumer-provided
data breaks down a major barrier to market entry: more
companies – including from sectors such as retail and
technology – will be able to offer better, cheaper and more
attractive credit products. Customers, in turn, will be
able to build their portfolio of products and services with
different suppliers. 

To access the benefits of open banking, a company will
need to operate in the market as a financial institution. In
the case of fintechs, this means, as a minimum, as a Digital
Credit Society (SCD) or Loan Society between People
(SEP). Open banking is an incentive for companies to be
willing to comply with corporate rules, controls and stricter
costs to operate in the new model. Until our survey data  

were collected, only four of the participating companies
were authorized to operate as SCDs and one as an SEP.
Another three were waiting for the Central Bank’s response,
and 22 intended to request authorization within a year.

Focus on cybersecurity 

For the implementation of open banking, a critical aspect
of the system is cybersecurity. Three points are essential
in this area: 

• Institutions will need to reassure customers that their data will 
remain protected.

• The environment to defend against attacks will grow as 
customers, third parties and banks will become more 
connected.

• Banks and financial service providers should evaluate the 
opportunities created by open banking to develop a trusting 
relationship with their clients on topics such as identity 
management and sharing of personal data.

Regulatory sandbox

The Central Bank has been preparing the regulatory
environment for the coming changes. The institution has
announced that it is considering creating by the end of
2019 a regulatory sandbox to facilitate the process of
making innovations available in the financial market, while
assessing the risks associated with new technologies. 

With this initiative, companies that provide payment and
financial services and have innovation projects will be
able to test them in a controlled environment and receive
guidance from regulators. The regulators, in turn, will have
access to the results, and thus be able to assess risks
related to new products.

BC authorization to act as SCD and SEP 

Q: Have you applied for, or do you intend to request, authorization from
the regulator to act?

I have permission already to operate as SCD

I have permission already to operate as SEP

I intend to apply for authorization to operate as SCD within one year

I intend to apply for authorization to operate as SEP within one year

I have already applied for authorization to operate as SCD

I have already applied for authorization to operate as SCD and as SEP

I didn't request and I won't request within a year

I have permission already to operate as SCD
I have permission already to operate as SEP

I intend to apply for authorization to operate as SCD within one year

I intend to apply for authorization to operate as SEP within one year

I have already applied for authorization to operate as SCD

I have already applied for authorization to operate as SCD and as SEP

I didn't request and I won't request within a year

9%
2%

42%

9%

5%

2%

30%
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Technology as a 
differential and 
challenge 2

Technology has broken down major barriers to fintechs
entering the credit market, but it also creates permanent
challenges to fintechs’ evolution. The choices and
technological investments of these companies are
inseparable from their business strategies, establish the
speed of evolution, and determine the ability to gain
and maintain competitive advantage.

“As everyone moves so fast, what you invest in today
becomes obsolete tomorrow. We have to create
organizations that know how to adapt very quickly to
keep up with these technology developments that are
able to learn,” says Sergio Furio, CEO and founder of
Creditas, a lending fintech with guarantee that, since
its founding in 2012, has received more than 3 million
credit applications.

As a result of technological change, risks and
regulations increase, and require constant attention
from companies to ensure – and prove – their
compliance with market rules, as well as ongoing
vigilance against cyber attacks, fraud, money
laundering and misuse of data.

Our research shows that the technologies that these
companies master today are precisely what enabled
them to break down the barriers to entry into the
credit market: data analytics, risk-essential pricing,
cloud that reduces operating costs, and mobile,
which facilitates distribution of products and services,
and cuts much bureaucratic red tape.
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Technologies that the company masters... 

...and it wants to master 

Q: Which of these technologies has your company currently mastered? Which of these technologies does your company 
plan to have in the future? 

Data analytics

Cloud

Mobile

79%

79%

70%

Machine learning

Cybersecurity

Artificial intelligence

Biometrics and identity management

Robotization

OCR

Blockchain/Distributed ledger technologies 2%

33%

37%

51%

51%

2%

30%

Artificial intelligence

Blockchain/distributed ledger technologies

Biometrics and identity management

Machine learning

60%

56%

53%

Data analytics

Cibersecurity

Robotization

Mobile

Internet of things (iot)

Cloud

30%

37%

44%

35%

14%

28%

14%
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Q: How long does risk analysis and credit approval take? (Percentages calculated based only on the universe 
of companies that provided information for the question)

Credit approval time 

Communication in the
age of electronics

86% of fintechs prefer to use web and app as channels of
communication with customers.

Q: Order of preferred customer contact channels used by the company. 

Time for credit analysis 

Web
49%

App
37%

Tellephone call

E-mail

Physical agency 
7%

5%

2%

≤ 15s
15%

Up until 12h
13%

15s < t ≤ 1h
33%

12h < t ≤ 24h
33%

1h < t ≤ 24h
30%

24h < t ≤ 72h
10%

Over 72h
26%

Over 24h
23%

≤ 15s
15%

Up until 12h
13%

15s < t ≤ 1h
33%

12h < t ≤ 24h
33%

1h < t ≤ 24h
30%

24h < t ≤ 72h
10%

Over 72h
26%

Over 24h
23%

Future bets are mainly on artificial
intelligence, which will allow us to
refine risk analysis; blockchain to
reduce credit bureaucracy; and
biometrics features and identity
management, which will provide
more secure access to user data. 

“Artificial intelligence is the central
axis of services for lending fintech. It
allows you to use a large volume of
information that don’t make sense
individually, to draw a picture of
the risk posed by the consumer, 
connecting IoT, mobility, behavior

analysis and even neuroscience,”
says Sergio, who bet on IoT
devices as a factor of change in
pricing risk in the future: “Imagine,
for example, that I have access to
a device installed in your car, can
know which routes you normally
take, and can confirm where you
work or how aggressive you are
behind the wheel?” 

And all of this can translate into
faster credit assessment and

approval. Today, 48% of surveyed
companies can complete a
customer’s risk analysis within
one hour, with 15% doing so
within 15 seconds. 

And approval for credit release,
which involves procedures such as
checking and signing documents,
is done within 24 hours by 64%
of study participants. In 13% of
cases, this process takes no more
than one hour.
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Artificial intelligence and IoT, 
a revolution in experience

In the coming years, advances in
artificial intelligence (AI) will have
deep impacts on virtually every
industry. In financial services,
small-scale AI, such as automated
investment advisory, can help
thousands of investors to optimize
their portfolios efficiently and quickly. 

The integration of artificial
intelligence with other technologies,
in turn, promises to revolutionize
the customer experience, generate
solutions that can leverage business,
and create new markets. 
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AI’s integration with IoT 
 
Together, AI and IoT enable
companies to grow their business
based on decisions driven by three
types of data analysis:

• Predictive analytics:  
“What will happen?” 

• Prescriptive analysis:  
“What should we do?” 

• Adaptive / continuous analysis: 
“What are the appropriate actions 
/ decisions, and how can we adapt 
to the latest changes?”

The applications are numerous. The
huge range of sensors connected
by IoT will allow capturing consumer
habits and using them as data that,
subjected to AI analysis, will help, for
example, to shape individual profiles. 

Credit companies will be able
to analyze data collected from
various sources to make their risk
assessments, which will allow
them to offer financial resources to
consumers at the most appropriate
interest rates to fund their projects. 
 
With a more accurate customer
profile at hand, the chances of
being able to offer higher valueadded
services tailored to each case
also increase. 

In another dimension, an ongoing
data-driven analysis of customer
habits can better guide companies to
take steps to keep them loyal.

Voice assistants …
and business

One of the artificial intelligencebased
tools with the potential to
establish new customer relationship
models and increase engagement is
the voice assistant. 

With this kind of device, companies
will be able to promote an empathetic 
and personalized experience,
and make operations more timeand
cost-efficient, creating a
differentiating factor for the brand. 

There are challenges. To turn
assistants into engagement tools
and break down communication
barriers, companies need to create
a reliable and engaging conversation
experience by working on
three fundamentals:

• Precision: it will be necessary  
to make the assistants increasingly 
more accurate, both in the 
information conveyed and  
in understanding what the 
customer needs. 

• Adaptation: devices will need 
to have a level of flexibility and 
intuition that allows them to adjust 
to different customer thinking. 

• Trust: customers will need to 
trust the assistant: to make 
sure communication is safe, 
understand how the information 
will be used, and believe that the 
“listener” has the best intentions.



Capital markets as 
source of funding 
for loan portfolio 3

The Source of funds for almost half 
of the surveyed lending dintechs 
(47%) is restricted to equity, but their 
funding profile has been gradually 
changing. Beteween 2016 and 
2018, the share of organizations 
that managed to raise capital 
market financing to fund operation 
expenses, investments in product 
and service development, and 
the expansion od credit portfolios 
increased from 20% to 60%.

Main source 
of investment

Q: What is the source of investment for your company?

Others

Equity 
and 
debt

Equity 
only

12%

40%

46%

Debt only
2%
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Q: What was the total amount raised per year?

During the period, equity and shareholder
contributions lost some of their relevance
to other sources of funds, such as
FIDCs (Credit Rights Investment Funds),
which were consolidated as an agile
option to finance the expansion of these
companies’ portfolios via capital markets
– replacing expensive and inefficient
financial intermediaries.

Three-quarters of companies say they are
looking for resources. Almost half intend to
obtain more than R$ 10 million to finance
the operation, and 79% want amounts
above this range also to expand their
credit portfolio. 
 
Overall, 60% of the surveyed companies
have carried out between one and five
rounds of investment.

Captured
value
range

We haven’t 
captured any 
value

Up to R$ 350 
thousand

From R$ 350 
thousand to 
R$1 million

From R$1 million 
to R$5 million

From R$ 5 million 
to R$ 10 million

Over R$ 10 
million

80%

57%

40%

3% 3%2%

0%

5% 5%

10% 10% 10% 10%7%
12% 12% 12%

24%

2016

2017

2018
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Value of the investment you are looking for

74%
of companies

are looking for
resources

60%
have already
carried out

1 to 5 investment
rounds

Q: What is the estimated investment value for the operation / loan portfolio 
you are seeking or will be seeking?

Top resource sources

Q: What were your main sources of fundraising in 2016, 2017 and 2018?

2016 2017 2018

Acima de 
R$ 10 milhões

Para a carteira de crédito

De R$ 5 milhões 
a R$ 10 milhões

De R$ 1 milhão 
a R$ 5 milhões

De R$ 350 mil 
a R$ 1 milhão

Até 
R$ 350 mil

79%

45%

4% 4% 3%
7% 6%

10%

19%
23%

Para a operação

Shareholder contribution

Equity

Issuance of convertible debt

Debentures
(Securitization of receivables)

Credit line

Linked active operation

Issuance of preferred shares

Mutual

FIDC

0%

0%

28%

33%

12%

2%

2%

2%

5%

12%

33%

42%

14%

9%

9%

2%

2%

2%

33%

23%

40%

35%

14%

12%

5%

2%

2%
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Venture capital investment in Brazilian startupsThe market evolution shown  
by the survey reflects a general
improvement in the appetite for
venture capital funds by Brazilian
companies from all sectors over the
last three years (as shown in the
Figure “Venture capital investment
in Brazilian startups”). According to
data from Lavca (Association
Private Equity and Venture Capital),
these groups contributed United
States Dollars (US$) 1.3 billion in
the country in 2018, equivalent to
two-thirds of all investments made
in Latin America and 52% more than
in 2017.

Lending fintechs surfed this trend,
thanks mainly to the maturation
of the sector and the changes
that demonstrated the Central
Bank’s commitment to promoting
competition – facilitating the
performance of these companies to
solve market inefficiencies.
Such is the case of Resolution
4,656/18, which authorized fintechs
to operate independently in the
market, meaning, without depending
on a bank, through SCDs and
SEPs. Also, in 2018, Presidential 

Decree No. 9,544 allowed foreign
participation of up to 100% in
the capital stock of companies
authorized to operate by the 
Central Bank. Previously, it 
was necessary to obtain this 
authorization individually. 

Coupled with prospects of
improvement in the economic
scenario, these measures gained
the interest of investors, especially
foreign investors, who felt it safer
to bet on the domestic lending
fintech market. Non-equity and
equity sources of funds increased 

as funding mechanisms amongst
the 43 companies participating in
our study. 

It is noteworthy that the growth in
mechanisms aimed at expanding
customer portfolios, such as
FIDCs, which benefited 12%
of companies in 2016, rose to
14% in the following year, and
reached 33% in 2018. An even
steeper increase was observed in
debentures, which jumped from
2% in 2016 to 14% in 2018.
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“With lower interest rates, the capital market is
encouraged to put capital to work, after a stalemate
in lending money to the government. Today we
see the Selic reaching historically low levels, and
promoting a very close approximation of the capital
and credit markets. This should expand in the coming
years, but there are still some structural challenges
to be faced, such as creating even safer investor
models. The CVM [Securities and Exchange
Commission of Brazil] will certainly have an important
role to play in fostering this approach,” says Rafael
Pereira, President of ABCD and founder of Rebel,
an online lending platform, which raised in August
this year R$ 167 million in debentures to finance the
expansion of its loan portfolio – ten times higher than
the amount raised in 2018. 

The largest deal of the year among lending fintechs,
however, was announced in July by Creditas: a R$
231 million investment led by the SoftBank Vision
Fund and SoftBank Group Corp., focusing on
expanding the company’s products. 

Over the next few years, the impact of new
regulatory actions to encourage the segment, such
as positive registration and open banking, should
help keep investor bets warm. However, companies
see some bottlenecks to fundraising, such as the
economic and political crisis that still influences
investors’ moods and the lack of visibility of these
companies in the market (see the Figure “Biggest
challenges in raising capital”).

Today we see the economy’s basic rare reaching 
historically low levels and the capital markets 
are gradually towards this new asset class, 
originated by fintechs.

Rafael Pereira, President of ABCD and founder of Rebel, 
an online lending platform.
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Q: What are the biggest challenges in raising capital? (select one or more options)

Biggest
challenges
in raising
capital

According to Eduardo Kimura, PwC
Brazil’s partner in Financial Services
Consulting, foreign investments in
fintechs in Brazil are concentrated
in more mature targets or those with
better structured business models. 

Lending fintechs, in Kimura’s
opinion, have a huge opportunity
ahead of them to capitalize
on the information they are
gathering, based on the innovative
capabilities available in the market.
“In the digital economy, data is
the new oil. It is based on data
that companies will monetize
their future,” he says. A fintech’s
ability to attract capital will largely 

depend, however, on its ability to
clearly explain its business logic,
as “this is the first critical element:
knowing how to structure the
business model around how it
creates and captures value and,
above all, to define well how cash
is generated over time in order to
show greater consistency in the
investor’s eyes.” (Figure “What
drives the value of a fintech?”).

30%

23%

12% 12% 7%

30%

14%

5%

Economic / 
political 
crisis

Lack of 
visibility

Lack or 
shortage of 
investors

Lack of
proper
regulation

Never tried
to raise
capital

Lack of 
credit history

Competition Others
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Investment factors
Investors see fintechs as a way to access the financial services markets without having to make heavy
capital investments. These investments have the following strengths:

Broad and growing market
driven by technological

development and innovation

Diversity of assets that
attract investment,

from startups to mature
businesses

Highly scalable
business models

High margin businesses
with low capital
requirements
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The journey of value throughout
the stages of business
development

Technological development

In the first stage, startups often rely on technology to
maintain a unique selling point. Investors typically evaluate
these platforms against the cost of replacement or from
the point of view of talent acquisition. If they believe a
sustainable business will evolve from exclusive technology,
they can pay more.

Business model test

At this point, startups often adapt and refine their business
model to create products and services that can scale and
grow sustainably. This requires developing a history of
increasing volumes, attracting new customers, managing
credit risk, and maintaining sound financial records and
efficient internal processes.

Customer flow

Partnering with other players to attract new borrowing
segments and create a steady flow of customers can
significantly boost the company’s valuation value, while
also reducing new consumer acquisition costs, and thus,
enabling better negotiation of financing costs.

Scale, brand, partnerships

A widely recognized brand is essential to drive the growth
and scale promised in the business plan. But the brand
does not need to necessarily be the startup’s. A fintech
can also partner to become a preferred credit provider for
brands already recognized in the marketplace through app
plugins or website links.

Profitability

High volumes can lead to better valuations, but only if
the business is generating positive cash flow and driving
profit. At this point, fintechs attract investors, reduce the
cost of capital and can improve margins. The uncertainty
decreases. This means revenue can become a more
reliable tool for estimating business value.

Confidence

Winning consumer confidence allows fintechs to expand
the product range, increase loyalty rates and reduce the
cost of customer acquisition. This has a positive impact
on business value, giving investors the confidence that
managers are able to handle adverse scenarios.

Despite their diversity in business models, fintechs have in common similar factors that generate value at
different stages of their life cycle – their “journey of value”. Knowing how to manage these factors is vital to
ensuring that they have a positive impact on the business and help minimize the risk of negative reviews. 

What drives the value of a fintech 
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Hunting for talent 4
The intensive use of technology
enables lending fintechs to operate
in a very lean structure – 53% have
up to 20 employees – but the talent
needed to maintain and expand the
business is extremely specialized.
It involves skills in software
development, database, digital
product and digital marketing,
but also in credit, collection, data
modeling and risk assessment.

Brazil trains software engineers
and professionals at the same level

of quality as other countries, but
not in sufficient numbers to meet
the current demand. And because
these companies always work with
the latest technologies developed
globally, they need to have
extremely up-to-date professionals,
which further constrains the
available talent pool.

“There are few centers of 
excellence training top 
professionals. The market 
demands much more than the 
country is forming,” says

Sandro Reiss, CEO and founder
of Geru, which began operating
in 2015 with eight employees and
today has a staff of 140 people.

Naturally, this shortage inflates 
wages and often compels companies 
to move their best technicians into
management positions when they
are not yet fully mature. The search
for alternative sources of talent and
training and coaching initiatives are
essential to avoid these bottlenecks
to business expansion.
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In the area of finance, professionals
are not that scarce, but the
difficulty lies in finding those who
have fluency in the new digital
media without the vices of the
older structures of the financial
services market. 

With entering the business
consolidation phase, which
happens very quickly for successful
fintechs, comes another challenge:
The skills required of professionals
tend to change dramatically, which
requires companies to have a great
deal of agility to reshape their
talent mix. 

No wonder 58% of surveyed
companies mention that attracting
qualified human resources is one
of the main barriers to managing
their business, followed by
reaching the scale required for
operations and gaining market
exposure – the same top three
barriers reported by fintechs
across all segments, as seen in
PwC’s Fintech Survey last year.
How to solve this dilemma? “The
answer is to create a strong
culture,” says Sandro. “Be very
transparent with who we hire, show
them what their development path 

is and create routes within the
company to keep growing. But
we know that a piece of our team
today may no longer be with us in a
couple of years.” 

When selecting people,
mechanisms need to be in place
to identify candidates who accept
challenges and are willing to learn
continuously. As part of its revenue,
Geru invests in training its people
and encourages information
sharing at internal events or via
open source. 

Number of employees

Q: How many employees are in your company?

Up to 20

53%

14%

19%

5%

9%

21 to 50

51 to 150

151 to 300

Over 300
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We can't innovate  effectively

Our quality standard and/or
customer experience is affected

Our personnel costs rise
more than expected

We were unable to seize
a market opportunity

We are failing to reach
our growth goals

We had to cancel or postpone
an important business strategy

No impact on organization
growth or profit

64%

63%

49%

47%

35%

22%

4%

Barriers to management

Attracting 
qualified human 

resources

Achieving scale 
required for 
operations

Obtaining 
exposure

58%

Meeting regulatory 
environmental 
requirements

30%

Atrai recursos humanos qualificados

Alcançar escala necessária para operações

Conseguir exposição

Atender aos requisitos do ambiente regulatório

Obter investimentos para os negócios

Acessar consumidores e seus dados

Enfrentar a competição

Gerar receita

Gerenciar questões de segurança da informação

Outras

58%

56%

33%

30%

26%

23%

16%

16%

16%

9%

Fidelizar clientes

26%

56% 33%

Building customer 
loyalty

26%

Obtaining 
investments for 

business

Accessing 
consumers and 

their data

Facing the 
competition

26% 23% 16%

Monetization

16%

Managing 
information 

security issues

Others

16% 9%

The company also bets on developing
cutting-edge technical leadership: “We
have several very high-level group
leaders. These people are business
partners, have a long-term commitment
to the company, and are focused on
building and developing teams.” 

Outsourcing, both within Brazil and
abroad, is an alternative used by
some companies to deal with the
talent bottleneck. The challenge here
is to maintain quality control of such a
strategic business element.

Q: What are the main barriers in running your business?

A threat to
innovation
Skills shortages are a common
concern for traditional financial
institutions and fintechs worldwide.
In PwC’s Global CEO Survey 2019,
nearly two-thirds of industry leaders
who are “extremely concerned”
about skills shortages said their
organizations are unable to innovate
effectively – and that quality standards
and/or customer experience are
affected as a result.

What is the impact of “key competency availability” on your
organization’s growth prospects?

Source: PwC, Global CEO Survey 2019. Banking and capital markets trends 2019.

(Only those who selected “extremely concerned” about the theme)
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Five actions for the evolution of culture 

1. Address conflict points between your culture  
and strategy
Ask yourself: How can today’s company culture
support the business strategy? What needs to change?  

2. Identify the key behaviors that will change  
your culture  
Prioritize key behaviors that, if practiced more often
at all levels, can help transform the culture and make
it an ally to achieve strategic goals.

3. Listen better for more effective business results
Seek healthy debate about aspects of your culture,
and obtain feedback from people at all levels. This
will help define the transformation priorities needed
to support the strategy.

4. Start the era of “seeing and believing”
Make visible and tangible changes in the way leaders
work to indicate the type of behavior you want to see
in others.

5. Commit to culture as a continuous and  
collaborative effort
Influencing culture is a slow and continuous process
that depends on everyone’s participation. It cannot
be implemented from top to bottom.

Six steps to upskilling talent

1. Analyze your situation and define the initiative
Identify the talents you will need most in the future.
Define quantitative goals, such as retention ratios,
and non-numeric goals, showing, for example,
how an initiative contributes to filling traditionally
difficult positions.

2. Develop a skills plan
Base your priorities on the types of work most
affected by new technologies, the employees most at
risk of becoming obsolete, and the business activities
that have the most to gain.

3. Evaluate and advise employees individually
An evaluation program that includes coaching and
personal advice can help employees evolve as the
company grows.

4. Use technology to match talent and position
Technology can be used both to identify qualifying
gaps and to find the right candidates for the  
hardto-fill positions. Artificial intelligence and machine
learning can be helpful in this process.

5. Select appropriate training and providers
Clearly state the purpose and objectives of the
qualification initiative, including the specific skills that
will need to be developed. This reduces costs and
increases process efficiency.

6. Manage the project and monitor the results
It is important to use IT tools to monitor training
activities and results. Internal communication channels
can be useful for sharing technical information,
success stories, and models to replicate.

Key points of a good strategy for attracting, 
retaining and developing digital talent
To ensure success in such a rapidly evolving business environment, fintechs need to focus on two aspects of
people management: building a solid organizational culture that can attract and retain core talent, and investing in
upskilling initiatives, in order to train people in the new technical and behavioral skills required by the digital world.
Here we summarize actions that companies need to take on both fronts.
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